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Electric Scotland News

Wishing You All Happy New Year!!!

------

From Briefings from Britain...

It is with great pleasure that we report the award of an OBE to Catherine McBride who most of you will know is
a regular contributor to this website and is a member of the BfB Advisory Group. Catherine is an economist,
who primarily writes about trade, agriculture and financial service regulation. She is a member of the UK’s
Trade and Agriculture Commission, tasked with scrutinising the UK’s new trade agreements, but the citation on
her award highlights her voluntary writing. Catherine’s expertise on finance and trade enabled her to combat
the misinformation about Brexit propagated in the mainstream media - which dismissed the benefits of trade
outside the EU and disparaged goods imported from non-EU countries. Most of these claims were easily
rebutted by simply reviewing the UK’s actual trade figures in detail and Catherine has regularly done this for us.

Catherine’s City career in finance, almost exclusively trading non-UK equities, financial instruments and
commodities including the larger EU equity markets, enabled her to see that EU economies were not the
Nirvana presented by the UK media, and that the UK economy depended on non-EU trade, especially trade
with the US. Her first BfB article was about chlorine-washed chicken, at the time being endlessly disparaged in
the mainstream media as a valid reason to not do a trade deal with the US, the UK’s largest export market.
Many Britons seemed to be unaware that the UK is almost self-sufficient in chicken meat and so would be
unlikely to ever import chicken from the US. They also seemed to forget that consumers choose what they buy,
no one forces them to buy imported food. It was mass hysteria stirred up by the media. 

Her many articles about agriculture and food production in both the UK and internationally, led to a place on
the Trade and Agriculture Commission scrutinising the UK’s new trade deals. Two papers analysing the UK’s
trade by industry and by sector, comparing trade with EU and non-EU countries examined whether there were
any obvious changes after Brexit and whether the assumptions used by the OBR were still valid. The answer to
both questions was no.

She believes that the UK will thrive as an independent trading nation outside the EU, and energetically
promotes this idea and intends to continue to rebut nonsense in the media. It is very pleasing that her efforts
have been noticed and publicly recognised with an honour.

I've linked to an article by her in our Scottish News section below entitled "The cost of asylum and how to
reduce it."

--------
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Bill Magee got in touch by email in which he said...

Hi Alastair:

I'm contacting you from Bonnie Scotland, Edinburgh to be precise...

You've probably heard that Scottish Review has suddenly folded - as a columnist I wrote for it for a few years
and really do miss being able to explain out to the Scottish diaspora this brave new(ish) Digital Age in terms of
Scots life whether it be education, health, music, 3rd sector, Scottish Pound, book reviews, young people
online safety, state of our language(s), Scots ongoing ingenuity and society in general plus how we continue to
influence the planet in a quite unique fashion...

I wrote around 50 essay-style SR pieces, very much complementary to being a long-standing columnist for
Edinburgh Chamber of Commerce & Institute of Directors respective members' publications plus Daily
Business and (occasionally) The Times "Thunderer"; SR dissolved faster than anticipated but I've located all
my work via the Internet Archive, where it's intact and I can source when needs be...

I didn't charge Scottish Review a penny and, if you like, I could furnish Electric Scotland with a regular piece
under the same understanding...I'm currently researching and writing, for example, about Young Scots'
attitudes towards Scotch Whisky - outcomes that will surprise many folks...

I hope all is well with you and yours Alistair,

Slainte Mhath,
Bill
BILL MAGEE BA(Hons), AdvDip(Ed)

And so as I always enjoyed Bill's writings on the Scottish Review I am happy to have agreed to host his writings
from this point on and we have his first contribution in discussing the future of languages and you can get to this
at:
https://www.electricscotland.com/magee/ 
 

Scottish News from this weeks newspapers

I am partly doing this to build an archive of modern news from and about Scotland and world news stories that
can affect Scotland and as all the newsletters are archived and also indexed on search engines it becomes a
good resource. I might also add that in a number of newspapers you will find many comments which can be just
as interesting as the news story itself and of course you can also add your own comments if you wish which I
do myself from time to time. Here is what caught my eye this week...

Classic Scottish Hogmanay steak pie recipe perfect for New Year's hangover
There is nothing better for a Hogmanay hangover than a flaky steak pie, and what you may not have known is
that it is actually a traditional January 1 dish in Scotland.

Read more at:
https://www.dailyrecord.co.uk/scotland-now/classic-scottish-hogmanay-steak-pie-31735196

Special report: 10 years on from the 2014 referendum, is Scotland any closer to
independence?
As we head into 2024, thoughts will turn to the 10-year anniversary of a seismic Scottish independence
referendum that has shaped and driven our national politics.
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Read more at:
https://www.sundaypost.com/fp/referendum-anniversary/

New Year 2024: Edinburgh lit up by firework spectacular
Edinburgh's traditional Hogmanay celebrations stunned the crowds who had braved chilly weather to watch the
world-famous event.

Read more at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5BlNOMlBO8o

Dreaming of Scotland
Edinburgh Hogmanay Scottish New Years Celebrations

Watch this video at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W_-uthpHlB4

British cheese producers furious as Canada lets post-Brexit trade agreement expire
Canadian dairy farmers have torpedoed British hopes for tariff-free exports, as the UK's post-Brexit trade
agreement expires within days.

Read more at:
https://www.express.co.uk/news/uk/1848724/Brexit-Canada-UK-cheese-trade

Seven years on, we need to finally stop blaming Brexit just look at the numbers
In this first of a series of updates on the impact of Brexit, Professor Paul Ormerod argues that Brexit is a
convenient scapegoat for the UK’s economic woes, but if we dig into the data we’ll see a different story,

Read more at:
https://www.briefingsforbritain.co.uk/seven-years-on-we-need-to-finally-stop-blaming-brexit-just-look-at-the-
numbers/

The cost of asylum and how to reduce it.
The scale and cost of illegal migration into the UK are laid bare by Catherine McBride

Read more at:
https://www.briefingsforbritain.co.uk/the-cost-of-asylum-and-how-to-reduce-it/

Ukraine’s and Israel’s people are fighting our Battles
Pour all the ingredients of both wars into a mixing bowl and you’ll find that Iran supplies both Russia and its
proxies attacking Israel

Read more at:
https://www.briefingsforbritain.co.uk/ukraines-and-israels-people-are-fighting-our-battles/

Almost 3m Scots cutting back on food spending due to energy bills
An estimated 2.8 million people in Scotland are cutting back on household groceries or food due to increasing
energy costs.

Read more at:
https://www.dailyrecord.co.uk/news/scottish-news/almost-3m-scots-cutting-back-31778575

French manufacturers in downward spiral after EU slump
France's shrinking manufacturing sector is the latest dilemma for the French president - and the outlook looks
gloomy for months ahead.
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Read more at:
https://www.express.co.uk/news/politics/1851154/emmanuel-macron-manufacturers-downward-spiral

The Real Problem Remains
Claudine Gay’s departure doesn’t fix what’s wrong at Harvard or elsewhere: the illiberal takeover of higher
education.

Read more at:
https://www.city-journal.org/article/the-real-problem-remains

Normalising the Far Right: Warning signals from Austria
Although the mainstreaming of the far right is often presented as European democracies’ main contemporary
challenge, in Austria this is neither new nor does it any longer surprise.

Read more at:
https://sceptical.scot/2024/01/normalising-the-far-right-warning-signals-from-austria/

Electric Canadian

Canadian Politics
Providing information on Politics in Canada and their leaders.

You can get to this page at:
http://www.electriccanadian.com/politics.htm 

Our family’s Christmas gift to you
The Better than Bailey’s Holiday Recipe from the Poilievre family. 

Added this video to our Food page at:
http://www.electriccanadian.com/lifestyle/food.htm 

Primitive Methodist Colony in the North West Territory of Canada
Information for the use of Intending Settlers (1882) (pdf)

You can read this at:
http://www.electriccanadian.com/Religion/methodist.pdf 

Thoughts on a Sunday Morning - the 31st day of December 2023 - a new year is coming
By the Rev. Nola Crewe

You can watch this at:
http://www.electricscotland.org/forum/communities/rev-nola-crewe/26443-thoughts-on-a-sunday-morning-the-
31st-day-of-december-2023-a-new-year-is-coming 

Travels in the Interior Inhabited Parts of North America
In the years 1791 and 1792 in which is given an account of the manners and customs of the Indians, and the
present war between them and the Foederal States, the mode of life and system of farming among the new
settlers of both Canadas, New York, New England, New Brunswick, and Nova Scotia; interspersed, with
anecdotes of people, observations on the soil, natural productions, and political situation of these countries,
Illustrated with copper-plates, By Peter Campbell (1793) (pdf)

You can read this book at:
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http://www.electriccanadian.com/history/travelsininterio00camp.pdf 

Sharing the harvest: The road to self-reliance
Report of the National Round Table on Aboriginal Economic Development and Resources by National Round
Table on Aboriginal Economic Development and Resources (1993) (pdf)

You can read this report at:
http://www.electriccanadian.com/history/first/sharingtheharvest.pdf 

Copies of Letters from Settlers in Upper Canada to their Friends
Containing important practical Information relating to that Country, for the guidance of Emigrants (1831) (pdf)

You can read these letters at:
http://www.electriccanadian.com/lifestyle/followingarecopi00unse.pdf 
 

Electric Scotland

A Treatise on Military Finance
Containing the Pay of the Forces on the British and Irish Establishment with the Allowances in Camp, Garrison
and Quarters, &c. (1798) (pdf)

Interesting report which you can read at:
https://electricscotland.com/history/scotreg/bim_eighteenth-century_a-treatise-on-military-f_1798.pdf 

Answers for Robert Rae of Little-Govan
To the Petition of John Jamieson, Merchant in Glasgow, January 27, 1747 (pdf)

An old report using the f for s substitution which you can read at:
https://electricscotland.com/history/law/bim_eighteenth-century_answers-for-robert-rae-o_rae-robert_1747.pdf 

Three Nights in Perthshire
With a description of the Festival of a "Scotch Hairst Kirn" comprising legendary Ballads, etc. in a letter from
Percy Yorke Jr. to J. Twiss, Esq. (1821) Reprinted 1887 (pdf)

Giving an insight into life in the early nineteenth centry which you can read at:
https://electricscotland.com/lifestyle/threenightsinpe00atkigoog.pdf 

Bill Magee
Ex-Reuters, Sunday Times, The Scotsman & Glasgow Herald senior business and finance correspondent
(freelance), Bill now runs his award-winning go-to trusted DigiComms Advisory-Writing/Editing Bureau out of
Edinburgh, the Capital of Bonnie Scotland and now posting on Electric Scotland.

You can learn more about him and read his latest article at:
https://electricscotland.com/magee/index.htm 

Our Journey to the Hebrides
By Joseph Pennell and Elizabeth Robins Pennell (1889) (pdf)

A most interesting account and I've used the Preface from this book as our story for this week and you can read
the book at:
https://electricscotland.com/history/ourjourneytohebr00penniala.pdf 
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Travels and Adventures of an Officer's Wife
In India, China, and New Zealand by Mrs. Muter, wife of Lieut.-Colonel D. D. Muter. Thirteenth (Prince Albert's)
Light Infantry in two volumes (1864)

You can read these volumes at:
https://electricscotland.com/history/scotreg/officerswife.htm 

The Victory of God
By Rev. James Reid, M.A., Minister of St. Andrew's Presbyterian Church, Eastbourne (1922) (pdf)

You can read this book at:
https://electricscotland.com/bible/victoryofgod00reid.pdf 

The Works of the Rev. William Thom
Late Minister of Govan (1799) (pdf)

You can read this at:
https://electricscotland.com/bible/worksofrevwillia00thom.pdf

 
Story

Our Journey to the Hebrides
By Joseph Pennell and Elizabeth Robins Pennell (1889)

PREFACE

The greater part of “Our Journey to the Hebrides” was published originally in Harper’s Magazine. When it
appeared it was severely criticised, and we were taken to task for not discovering in Scotland and the Scotch
what has been made the fashion to find there — for not giving second-hand descriptions, which are the stock in
trade of Scotch guide-books, whether romantic or real; in a word, for not staying at home and manufacturing
our journey in the British Museum.

It is gradually dawning upon us that this is what is wanted by the majority of critics. To go to a country and tell
what really happened to you — to dare to say, for the information of future cyclers or travellers, that one small
piece of road is bad, that on one day out of ten or fifteen it rained, that at one small hotel you were
uncomfortable or turned away, is enough to make the critic declare that you have found everything in that
country to be awry. This was our fate when we attempted to describe the most enjoyable trip we ever made —
our ride across France. We have no hesitation in saying that our trip to Scotland was the most miserable. We
undertook to walk, owing to the misrepresentations of people who we do not believe ever in their lives walked
half as far as we did a year ago. As we have shown, when tramping became unendurable we went by coach or
train, by steamer or sail-boat; but we walked far enough to see the country as, we venture to think, it has
seldom been seen by other travellers. For, with all its drawbacks, walking has this one advantage: not only do
you stop at the correct show-places on your route, but you go slowly over the unknown country which lies
between them. That the weather in the Western Highlands and Islands is vile is a fact which cannot be denied,
though to mention it is held to be a crime. But, for the benefit of those who, because we speak of the rain and
of the fatigue of walking, think we shut our eyes to everything else on our journey, let us say here, once and for
all, that we found the whole country beautiful and full of the most wonderful effects; but we must also add that it
is the most abominable to travel through, and its people are the most down-trodden on God’s earth.

This is the best and most concise description of the Western Highlands and Islands that could be given.
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Because we saw and described the actual condition of the population, and ignored the pleasures — in which
we might have joined — of a handful of landlords and sportsmen whose fathers brought about this condition,
and who themselves are fighting to maintain it, we have been asked what is the use of digging up ancient
history? Thank Heaven, it is now two years since the Crofters’ Act was passed by Parliament; but when we
were in the Islands the first test Case of a tenant pleading against the landlord who wished to evict him was
tried, and gained by the tenant. While we were in Barra, the disenfranchisement of the entire island was
accomplished by a trick which the most unscrupulous American politician would not have dared to play. The
Crofters’ Commission had then just begun to reduce rents — fifty-seven per cent, is the average reduction —
and to cancel arrears. It has raised rents on certain estates, is an argument used by landlords who forget to tell
you that where rents have been raised they have been compelled to give back pasture-land to the crofters. It
was but a few weeks after our return to London that a rebellion broke out in the Island of Lewis, and was
quelled only by the decision of the Edinburgh Court, which declared deer not to be protected by law; so that for
the rest of the winter crofters and cotters ate venison with their oatmeal. It was this decision, and not the war-
ships, which prevented open insurrection in all the Islands.

Some of our critics have been good enough to inform us that crofters were never turned off their crofts to make
room for deer. With those who refuse to accept the testimony officially published in the Blue-books there is no
use to enter into a discussion. For those who know little of the subject, and for whom Blue-books would
necessitate long study, here are the facts — facts which no one can question—in a nutshell. We quote from an
article on “The Crofters of the Highlands,” published in the Westminster Review for February, 1888:

“In addition to these many injustices” (injustices, that is, suffered by the crofters), “there is one which in certain
districts almost overshadows them all; namely, the absorption of vast areas, embracing much fertile land in
deer forests. It matters little whether crofters were actually evicted to make room for deer, or whether sheep
farms have been converted to this purpose; both have happened very largely, with the result that, according to
the Royal Commissioners, about two million acres are now devoted to deer forests. Large as this figure is, it is
considerably below the mark, as has been shown by even better authorities on the subject. Nor must it be
supposed that deer forests consist merely of barren and worthless land. Unless there is a large amount of good
grass-laud in a forest the deer would starve, and all this good land in times past supported a large population,
whose descendants are now suffering destitution in the bare and unfruitful regions near the coast.”

To their shame be it said, the American millionaires who are beginning to rent these deer forests are the men
who are now doing the most to encourage the continuance in their present position of the sons of the land-
grabbers, or, we should say, the heroes of the ancient history and romance of the country.

There is another evil of these great deer forests which should not be forgotten. A crofter, after working all day,
often has to sit up all night to keep these beasts, which wrere supposed to be private property, out of his little
croft. For if the deer eat all his crops, he had no redress; if the crofter shot one of them, or hurt it in any way in
driving it out, you may be sure the factor made him suffer for it — at one time he would most likely have been
evicted. We want it to be understood that in these vast tracts of deer forest none but sportsmen and game-
keepers are allowed to go. If your house were to lie on one side and the village on the other, you would have to
go miles around to reach it. Nor can you go near streams which run in the open country, for fear you may
disturb the fish, which are preserved for English or American sportsmen.

Just as we are writing this Preface we have begun to receive, for the first time in our lives, anonymous letters.
Hitherto we did not believe there were people stupid and imbecile enough to write such things. One of these
creatures, who is ashamed of his own identity, encloses, with an amusing letter written on Kansas City Club
paper — which, however, does not reveal whether he is the president or the hall porter of the club — an article
of a column and a half from the Scotsman, which calls our “Journey to the Hebrides” “sentimental nonsense,”
“culpable misrepresentation,” “amazing impertinence.” And then, without attempting to show in what the
misrepresentation or nonsense or impertinence consists, the writer of this article goes on to give his own ideas
on the subject of the crofters, quoting statements made from other sources, and attributing them to us,



misrepresenting us, and yet not attempting to contradict any one fact brought forward in any one of the articles,
but taking up space in, the paper to contradict the reports of the Scotsman's own reporter, printed but a few
months before. We are accused of exaggerating the misery of the people. We have lying by our side as we
write, column after column, amounting to page after page, from the Scotsman, which is by no means the
crofters’ friend, giving detailed pictures of this misery, which we, in our generalizing, could not approach. Here
is a specimen taken at hazard from the pile of clippings. “A Tale of Poverty” it is headed, and - it was published
January 17, 1888:-

“Quite a typical case of poverty was that of Donald Mackenzie, a middle-aged man, who occupied a half croft at
a rental of £2. He was married, with five young children, and they had been living exclusively on potatoes,
occasionally with fish, for three months, until they got a half boll of meal from a destitution fund. That was now
done, and he had that day borrowed a bowlful from a neighbour. He had fished at Stornoway in the summer,
and had kept the family alive; but his wife assured the stranger that he had not brought home a Single shilling.
She added that she herself had not had shoes for four years, and the children were no better off. A very similar
case was that of Norman Macmillan. He was a cottar and fisherman, having a half lot from another tenant. He
had also not taken home a shilling from the fishing last year; and, except working on his lot, he could find
nothing to do until the fishing season came on again. He had seven children, the eldest twelve years. They had
eaten up their potatoes by the beginning of winter, and now they had but a little barley-meal left. He did not
know what to do now, he said, unless Providence opened the way for them. They had often been without food,
he said, although they had kept it. There was none to relieve them. He stated that formerly they used to get
credit from the merchants while they were engaged at the fishing, but that they did not get now. One of the
houses visited in this township was that of the wife of Donald Macmillan, one of the men now standing trial in
Edinburgh on a charge of having taken part in the Park deer raid. Macmillan lived in a very small cot at the
back of his father’s house, which his father had used as a barn. It was very poorly furnished even for that
locality. There was a family of five small children, and there was only one bed in the house, with one blanket.
Three of the children slept out with a neighbour. Macmillan cultivated the half of his father’s croft, and had one
cow. He was also a fisherman, having a share in a boat of forty-one feet keel; but, though he had attended the
Barra fishing last summer, he had made nothing. His wife had got a boll of meal from the destitution fund, but
besides that, she had only two barrels of potatoes. Previous to getting that meal, they had lived exclusively on
potatoes. She stated that when her husband went out to the deer raid, there was but one barrel of potatoes;
but since then, she explained, she had fallen back upon the seed.”

Here is another, from January 20th of the same year, when four columns were devoted to crofter affairs:-

“From here a drive of about four miles brought the visitors to Arebruich — a township fixed in a spot which was
surely never intended for human beings. As one passes onwards from Balallan, the soil gradually sinks lower
and lower on the north side of the loch until, when Arebruich is reached, it is almost level to the water’s edge.
The result is that the land is literally a floating bog, and it is a miracle how the poor people, who labour away at
the barren scraps of earth which show some signs of cultivation, manage to get any food raised out of them. A
rude, clayish pathway extends for some little distance from the main road, but it soon stops, as if the builders
had thrown up the work in disgust. There are sixteen crofts, such as they are, in the township, and these are
occupied by twenty-six families. The first house visited was that of John Mackinnon, a stout, good-looking man
in spite of his surroundings. He lives on his mother’s lot, which is rented at £2.15s., exclusive of taxes. His
mother, who is eighty years old, lives, along with an unmarried daughter, in an adjoining house. He paid 35s.
two years ago to the factor, but since then he has been able to pay nothing. He fished as a hired man last year
at Lybster; but his earnings were so small that when his season’s board was paid he had only 9d. left. A friend
had to lend him his passage-money. At present he has three barrels of potatoes left, but neither meal nor
money. He has two of a family, besides himself and wife. They have to live on potatoes. His mother never got
any parochial relief, and she and her daughter have to struggle along as best they can. He has one cow and
eight sheep. When the destitution meal was being distributed he got three stones, and his mother an equal
quantity. He does not know what to do, and has no prospects whatever. The next house presented a worse
case. It was that of Widow Murdo Macleod, a sister of Mackinnon. She said her husband was drowned at Loch



Seaforth seven years ago, when they were only ten months married. She had one daughter, who was born
shortly after her husband was drowned. She has made her living all these years by knitting and sewing and
odd jobs, but never got any help from the Parochial Board, though she applied several times. She has neither
land nor stock, and never had any. She generally gets a few potatoes from her brother at harvest time. She has
half a barrel on hand at present, and about a stone of meal, the remains of what was got from the destitution
fund. She always tried to be industrious, and therefore was never actually in absolute want. She always
enjoyed good health, and felt very thankful for it. The hut in which this woman and her daughter live is
wretchedly poor, and the single bed is barely covered with a thin blanket.”

Even while we revise this Preface more news comes from the Island of Lewis. On Lady Matheson’s estates
rents have been reduced 42 and 53 per cent., and arrears cancelled 84 and 91 per cent. This is from the Times
of December 20th:

“Crofters’ Rents. — The Crofter Commission yesterday issued their first decisions in relation to Lady
Matheson’s property in the Island of Lewis, the centre of the land agitation last winter. They have granted an
average reduction of 42 per cent, on the rental of 150 crofter tenants in the parish of Barvas, on the west side
of Lewis. The arrears of rent due, which was a striking feature in Lewis, have been cancelled to the extent of 84
per cent. Of a total of £2422, the Commissioners have cancelled £2043.”

If there had not been injustice before, is it probable that there would now be such wholesale reductions and
cancellings? We suppose it is sentimentalism to record these facts. 

On January 20th, in a leader, the same paper declared that the facts which we have given are “distressing,”
and ought to excite “interest” and sympathy. There is no talk here of sentimental nonsense I Distressing we
should think they were. One cannot help saying that it is nothing less than infamous that a mere handful of
landlords should have controlled the destiny of, and extracted every penny from, the population of these
Islands — the people whom they have kept for generations in poverty, not that they might improve the land, but
that they might pass their own time in useless idleness and cruel sport. It is not a question of over-population.
The real evil is that the Islanders have been ground down and tyrannized over simply to gratify the
amusements of their masters. We have heard again and again that the position of a landlord does not pay; if it
did not, the landlords would sell their estates to-morrow.

For weeks, early in this year (1888), every Scotch and English paper, even to the Times, had columns about
the misery of the crofters — that is, columns of extracts similar to these we have quoted. Whatever reasons
were given for it, no one questioned their destitution. And yet within a year all these reports are forgotten; and
for generalizing and not going into details — heart-breaking details — we are called sickly sentimentalists. So
glaring is this complete forgetfulness and contradiction that we cannot help taking some notice of it, and calling
the attention of these papers to their own reports.

As to the rest of our critics, they did not even know enough to contradict themselves, except in one case, which
we have pointed out elsewhere, and their other criticism is not directed against our facts.

In dwelling upon the misery of the people, we do not pretend, as has been suggested, to give an offhand
settlement of the economic problems of the Islands. We merely state what we saw, what it was impossible to
avoid seeing, wherever we went. It must be remembered that it is not merely a minority, or even a majority, but
the entire population who exist in this condition of absolute wretchedness and semi-starvation. With the
exception of a few small towns on the coast for the convenience of tourists and landlords, you find throughout
the Islands but the occasional beautiful castle or shootinglodge, or great farm-house, and the many crowded
stone piles politely called cottages. And it was because we were more struck with this misery than with the
romance of the past that, our journey over, we interested ourselves in learning something of the immediate
reasons for the present condition of the Western Highlanders and Islanders, rather than in reading about the
murders and massacres of the MacGregor and the Macleod, the Mac this and the Mac that. We were not blind



to the beauty, the sternness, the wildness of the country; but the sadness and sorrows of its people impressed
us even more than the wonder and beauty of their land.

Joseph Pennell.
Elizabeth Robins Pennell.
Westminster, November 20, 1888.

Christmas-day, 1888.

END

Weekend is almost here and hope it's a good one for you and wishing you all a Very Happy New Year.

Alastair
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